Abstract: This article considers a sensor management problem where a number of road bounded vehicles are monitored by an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with a gimballed vision sensor. The problem is to keep track of all discovered targets and simultaneously search for new targets by controlling the pointing direction of the vision sensor and the motion of the UAV. A planner based on a state-machine is proposed with three different modes; target tracking, known target search, and new target search. A high-level decision maker chooses among these sub-tasks to obtain an overall situational awareness. A utility measure for evaluating the combined search and target tracking performance is also proposed. By using this measure it is possible to evaluate and compare the rewards of updating known targets versus searching for new targets in the same framework. The targets are assumed to be road bounded and the road network information is used both to improve the tracking and sensor management performance. The tracking and search are based on flexible target density representations provided by particle mixtures and deterministic grids.
Introduction
Limited sensor resources are a bottleneck for most surveillance systems. It is rarely possible to fulfill the requirements of large area coverage and high resolution sensor data at the same time. This article considers a surveillance scenario where an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with a gimballed infrared/vision sensor monitors a certain area. The field-of-view of the camera is very narrow so just a small part of the scene can be surveyed at a given moment. The problem is to keep track of all discovered targets, and simultaneously search for new targets, by controlling the pointing direction of the camera and the motion of the UAV. The motion of the targets (e.g., cars) are constrained by a road network which is assumed to be prior information. The tracking and sensor management modules presented in this article are essential parts of (semi-)autonomous surveillance systems corresponding to the UAV framework presented in [1] . The goal is to increase sensor system performance by providing autonomous/automatic functionalities that can support a human system operator. The problem considered here is related to a number of different surveillance and security applications, e.g., traffic surveillance, tracking people or vehicles near critical infrastructures, or maintaining a protection zone around a military camp or a vehicle column. See [2] for a recent survey of unmanned aircraft systems and sensor payloads.
There are many possible approaches to the sensor management problem, but in this work a state-machine planner is proposed with three major modes: The work is based on Bayesian estimation and search methods, i.e., the search methods are based on the cumulative probability of detection and the target tracking algorithm is based on a particle filter. The exploitation of contextual information, such as maps and terrain information, is highly desirable for the enhancement of the tracking performance, not only explicitly in the target tracker algorithm itself, but also implicitly by improving the sensor management. In this work, the road constrained target assumption is an important aspect of the problem formulation, and this assumption is used extensively to improve both tracking and planning. In this work a single platform with a single pan/tilt tele-angle camera is considered, Figure 1 . Figure 1 . An example of a gimballed sensor system with infrared and video sensors. The gimbal has two actuated axis pan (azimuth) and tilt (elevation) that decides the pointing direction of the sensors. The sensor system is assumed to be mounted on a UAV platform.
An alternative and interesting setup is when a second, possibly fixed, wide-angle camera provides points of interest for the tele-angle camera to investigate. Such setup will probably lead to better performance, but the planning problem will still be similar to the one we are considering in this article and therefore we think that our problem is still very relevant.
The main contributions of this study are:
1. Search theory and multi-target tracking are large, but separate, research areas. The problem where search and target tracking are combined has received much less attention, especially in vision-based applications. One of the objectives of this study is to fill this gap.
2. There are few studies that examines both high-level and low-level aspects of tracking, planning and searching. In this paper, the state-machine framework adopted uses sub-blocks that achieve low-level tracking, planning and searching tasks while a high-level decision maker chooses among these sub-tasks to obtain an overall situational awareness.
3. A useful utility measure for the combined search and target tracking performance is proposed.
4. The use of road networks has been used widely to improve the tracking performance of road-bound targets, but in this study we are also utilizing the road network for improved search performance.
5.
We investigate the effect of the multi-target assumption on the search and show that it results in the same planning scheme as in the single target case. 6 . There are few studies where both PFs and PMFs are examined. We show the utilization of each algorithm and discuss the merits and the disadvantages with the appropriate applications.
Background and Literature Survey
Sensor management aims at managing and coordinating limited sensor and system resources to accomplish specific and dynamic mission objectives [3, 4] . Algorithms and methods solving realistic sensor management problems are computationally very demanding, since realistic models of the environment, sensors and platforms are very complex due to the nonlinear and stochastic properties of the world. The optimal solution is usually impossible to find, but in practice this is not critical since there is in general a large number of suboptimal solutions that are sufficiently good. However, the problem of finding a good suboptimal solution is still difficult.
A common assumption, utilized also in this work, is that the system can be modeled by a first-order Markov process, i.e., given all of the past states, the current state depends only on the most recent. A Markov Decision Process (MDP) [5, 6] is a sequential decision problem defined by a state set, an action set, a Markovian state transition model and an additive reward function. MDP problems can be solved by using Dynamic programming techniques, e.g., the value iteration algorithm [7, 8] . In an MDP the current system state is always known. The case where the system state variables are not fully observable is called the Partially Observable MDP (POMDP). The POMDP problem can be transformed to an MDP where the state of the MDP is the sufficient statistics, also called belief state. The belief state is updated according to recursive Bayesian estimation methods. Usually the state space, action space and observation space are assumed to be finite in a POMDP problem.
One of the first algorithms for an exact solution to POMDP was given by Sondik [9] . More efficient exact solvers have been developed, but still only very small problems can be solved optimally. However, different suboptimal methods have also been proposed (see e.g., [10] [11] [12] ). The suboptimal methods usually approximate the belief space or the value function or both. The development of faster computers with more memory is also one reason to the increased interest into POMDP problems recently.
In receding horizon control (RHC) only a finite planning horizon is considered. The extreme case is myopic planning where the next action is based only on the immediate consequence of that action. A related approach is roll-out where an optimal solution scheme is used for a limited time horizon and a base policy is applied beyond that time point. The base policy is suboptimal, but should be easy to compute. He and Chong [13] solve a sensor management problem by applying a roll-out approach based on a particle filter. Miller et al. [14] propose a POMDP approximation based on a Gaussian target representation and the use of nominal state trajectories in the planning. They are applying the method to a UAV guidance problem for multiple target tracking. He et al. [15] represent the target belief as a multi-modal Gaussian which is exploited in the planning of a tracking problem with road-constrained targets.
One suboptimal approach is to approximate the original problem with a new problem where some theoretical results in planning and control can be applied that makes the problem simpler to solve. One example in the sensor management context is when multi-target tracking planning problems are treated as a multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem (see [4] for a survey). A classical MAB problem contains a number of independent processes (called machines or bandits). An operated machine generates a state dependent reward. The planning problem is to select the sequence of operated machines to maximize the expected return. The problem can be solved by dynamic programming, but it can be shown that a reward index policy is optimal. Thus, the Gittins index (named after its inventor) can be computed independently for all machines and then the optimal policy is to operate the machine with largest index. In sensor management this problem is used in multi-target tracking applications, similar to the problem in this article, where each machine is a target and the problem is to decide which target to update. However, one major disadvantage with the MAB formulation is the assumption that the state of all non-operated machines must be frozen. This is an unrealistic assumptions in target tracking where the targets are moving. There are attempts to overcome this by considering restless bandits [16, 17] . In multi-function radar applications a scheduling algorithm is needed to schedule different search, tracking and engagement functions. Many algorithms are based on the MAB problem formulation, but there are also other approaches (see [18] and the references therein). In applications with vision sensor and a moving sensor platform the MAB formulation is not suitable since switching between different targets cannot be performed instantaneously. There are MAB variants where a switching penalty is included, but this violates the optimality of the index policy.
Search theory is the study of how to optimally employ limited resources when searching for objects of unknown location [19, 20] . Search problems can be broadly categorized into one-sided and two-sided search problems. In one-sided search problems the searcher can choose a strategy, but the target cannot-in other words, the target does not react to the search. In two-sided search problems both the searcher and the target can choose strategies, and this is related to game theoretical methods. In this work only one-sided search problems are considered.
The elements of a basic search problem are: (a) a prior probability distribution of the search object location; (b) a detection function relating the search effort and the probability of detecting the object given that the object is in the scanned area; (c) a constrained amount of search effort; and finally (d) an optimization criterion representing the probability of success. There are two common criteria that are used in search strategy optimization. One criterion is the probability of finding the target in a given time interval and the other criterion is the expected time to find the target.
The classical search theory, as developed by Koopman et al. [21] , is mainly concerned with determining the optimal search effort density for one-sided problems, i.e., how large fraction of the available time should be spent in each part of the search region given a prior distribution for the target location. Much research has been done based on the early work by Koopman; people have investigated different types of detection functions, different search patterns, more general target prior distributions, moving targets and moving searchers (see e.g., [22] [23] [24] ). There are several recent papers considering a (multi) UAV search for targets using some Bayesian approach, see for instance Bourgault et al. [25] and Furukawa et al. [26] . A common search approach is to represent the target density by a discrete fixed probability grid, and the goal is to maximize the number of detected targets and the search performance is represented by a cumulative probability of detection. In recent years particle mixtures have also been used to represent the target probability density in search and rescue applications (see e.g., [27] [28] [29] [30] ). In this work two different filters will be used, similar to the approach in [31] . A grid based filter is used for hypothesized but undiscovered targets and once a target is detected it is represented by a particle filter [32] .
Classical multi-target tracking consists of three sub-problems; detection, association, and estimation [33, 34] . There are different detection approaches; boosting is one popular and powerful method (see [1] and the references therein). An alternative for dynamic targets is optical flow techniques [35] . Target tracking with road network information requires methodologies which can keep the inherent multi-modality of the underlying probability densities. The first attempts [36] [37] [38] used the jump Markov (non)linear systems in combination with the variable structure interacting multiple model (VS-IMM) algorithm [39, 40] . Important alternatives to IMM based methods appear in [41, 42] which propose variable structure multiple model particle filters (VS-MMPF) where road constraints are handled using the concept of directional process noise. In [43] the roads are 3D curves represented by linear segments and the road network is represented as a graph with roads and intersections as the edges and nodes, respectively. The position and velocity along a single road are modeled by a standard linear Gauss-Markov model. Since the particle filters can handle nonlinear and non-Gaussian models, the user has much more freedom than in Kalman filter and IMM modeling. In this work the road target tracking approach in [44] is used, but the association problem is ignored by assuming good discrimination among the targets.
Outline
The sensor management problem considered in this work is presented in Section 2. A utility measure for evaluating the combined search and target tracking performance is described and a basic example to illustrate its advantages is given. A planner framework based on a state-machine is proposed to handle the complex planning problem and an overview of this planner is also given in Section 2. In Section 3 some fundamental concepts of estimation and search are given and these results are used in later sections. Sections 4 and 5 describe the particle filter (PF) and the point mass filter (PMF), respectively, and how they can be used in search applications. Section 6 returns to the state-machine planner and more detailed descriptions of the planning modes are given together with a presentation of the high-level planner. Section 6 ends with a simulation example where the whole planning framework is applied. Finally in Section 7 some conclusions are drawn. The Appendices collect detailed descriptions of the system model.
The Multiple Target Search and Tracking Problem
The planning problem in this study is to search for road targets and keep track of discovered targets by controlling the pointing direction of a gimballed vision sensor and the UAV trajectory. The vision sensor has a limited field-of-view (FOV) which makes it unlikely that more than one target can be observed at the same time. One tracking filter is used for each detected target since the targets are assumed to be uncorrelated. The association problem is also ignored, since perfect discrimination is assumed. The surveillance area used in the simulations in this article is shown in Figure 2 . In this section, first the overall objective function is presented in order to evaluate different approaches to the planning problem, and then the general planning problem is described. The section ends with an overview of the planner that is proposed to solve the problem.
Objective Function
The objective function outputs a scalar such that different plans can be compared, i.e., the better the plan is, the higher is the objective function value. Thus, the objective function must capture what we think is a good planning result. The number of detected targets and the size of the detected targets uncertainty are two obvious properties that say something about the success of the planning. However, how these properties are combined into a scalar objective function is an open problem. For instance, minimizing the uncertainty of discovered targets and maximizing the number of discovered targets are in conflict. In some cases the user prefers a conservative strategy where it is important that a detected target is not lost, and in other cases the user might not care if the target is lost or not, where it is the number of discovered targets that matters.
Consider the uncertainty measure tr P j where P j is the state covariance matrix of target j. The reward function − j tr P j is unbounded from below and lost targets will dominate. However, an information measure like j det(P j ) −1 does not have that problem. On the other hand, the information value decreases quickly when the target is not visible and this rewards very conservative behavior where the search for new targets is not encouraged.
To summarize, we want a reward function with the following properties:
• It increases with each observation.
• It does not decrease unlimited for unobserved or lost targets, i.e., each target should have a limited influence.
• It should favor strategies that find many targets.
• It should give a fair compromise between splitting the observation resource among the different targets.
We propose the following reward function:
where M t is the number of targets. Each term e −α tr P j is a monotonically decreasing function of the uncertainty tr P i and its value is in [0, 1]. The design parameter α can be tuned to achieve a suitable compromise between low uncertainty and high number of targets. For instance, a very small value of α will lead to a measure which is basically counting the number of targets and ignoring the uncertainty. And a value of α around 0.5 will be similar to the information measure above where the uncertainty dominates over the number of targets. Note that the reward function (1) depends on the statistics of the targets at a single time step. For obtaining the overall cost function to be used in the planning, reward values (1) at each time step are going to be summed over the planning horizon using appropriate weights.
Example 1 (Reward Function Comparison)
To illustrate the discussion in this section we will here consider a 1D example with three targets. Let P j t = Var(x t ) be the variance of target j at time t. For a random walk target model x t+1 = x t + w t , w t ∼ N (0, Q), the variance grows as P j t+1 = P j t + Q if no observation is available at time t + 1. If an observation y t+1 is available then the observation update step is P j t+1 := P j t+1 R/(P j t+1 + R) according to the Kalman filter covariance update equation given that the observation model is y t = x t +e t , e t ∼ N (0, R). To summarize, the uncertainty grows linearly when no observation is available, and the uncertainty becomes close to the lower bound when an observation is available. Figure 3 where the variances of the three targets are shown in Figure 3 (a). Target 1 is re-discovered every 10th time step, target 2 is rediscovered every 17th time step, and target 3 is only observed once at time t = 28. The reward functions are also shown for three different measures. The minus sum of the variance is shown in Figure 3 (b), and here we can see the that the uncertainty of target 3 is dominating and this influence will be unbounded. An information measure, defined as sum of the inverse of the variance, is shown in Figure 3 (c) and here we do not have the problem with unbounded influence of target 3. On the other hand, the information value decreases quickly when the target is not observed, so in principle it is better to stay with a discovered target and not look for others. Finally, our proposed reward function is shown in Figure 3 The performance is in this work computed as
This behavior is illustrated in
where [P j t ] xy is the xy-position part of the state covariance matrix of target j at time t and M t is the number of targets at time t. To achieve an overall measure considering all future time instants, a weighted summation over time can be computed as
where γ(t) is either the discount function γ(t) = γ t , 0 < γ < 1 for an infinite-horizon version, or γ(t) = 1 for t = 0, 1, ..., r and 0 otherwise for a finite-horizon version.
The Planning Problem
Assume, without loss of generality, that the planning is performed at time t = 0. The dynamic models of the UAV platform and the gimbal are given in Appendices A. 
where the letters r, f, o represent range, field-of-view and occlusion respectively, see Appendix A.5 for details.
The goal of the planning is to find a control law u t (I t ) that maximizes the objective function. The control law is a function of all available information I t at time t. The overall optimization problem can be summarized as
if no detection
where the initial state x s 0 and the distributions for x j 0 , v j t and e j t are given. In a way this planning problem is a POMDP, but not in the classical way since the state space, the measurement space and the action space are all continuous and not discrete.
State-Machine Framework
The planning problem (5) is very complex and, as far as we know, there is no known approach that can tackle this problem in a suitable way. Even if there was a suitable and sophisticated approach available, it is not certain that treating the problem as a monolithic problem is a good idea, since the planning process will then be a black-box that is hard to understand from a user's perspective.
A state-machine approach is instead proposed to simplify the planning problem. The state-machine contains three major states, representing three different planning modes, see Figure 4 . Furthermore, a high-level planner is deciding which state/mode is active. Thus, the proposed planner solves an approximation of the general infinite-horizon planning problem (5). • Mode 1: Search for new targets. In this search mode the roads are explored to discover new unknown targets. This search will stop once a target is detected and a mode transition to mode 2 will be performed. To know which road segments that have been searched, a probability grid on the roads is maintained. In the update step the weights are decreased for grid points in the current sensor footprint, see Section 5 for details.
• Mode 2: Target tracking. When the target tracking mode is active it is assumed that a target has been detected in the current sensor frame. The task of this mode is just to keep track of the current target in the sensor view. The default case in this work is that the target tracking mode is active for a fixed number of time steps, and then the high-level planner decides a transition to either mode 1 or mode 3.
• Mode 3: Search for known target. When a previously discovered target is not observed for some time, its position uncertainty grows. Thus, when the target must be re-discovered it might not be possible to point the sensor in the correct direction since the uncertainty is too large. In such cases, this mode will be active to perform a search on road segments where the target is likely to be.
• High-level planner. The high-level planner decides which mode is active. Basically, the task is to decide if any known target needs to be re-discovered and updated, or if there is time to conduct search for new targets. There is an obvious conflict in this problem, when one target is tracked, or searched for, then the uncertainty of the other targets will grow, and with increasing uncertainty the expected search time for re-discover is also increasing.
The tracking Mode 1 is quite straightforward to develop, and the task is to make sure the target is centered in the sensor frame. Modes 2 and 3 and the high-level planner is the main topic of this article. First some basics of estimation and search will be presented in Section 3, then the particle filter used for target density estimation is presented in Section 4. The approach used in Mode 1 is described in Section 5. The whole state-machine is again considered in Section 6 where also the high-level planner is described in detail. Some simulation examples are presented along the way to the final results in Section 6.6.
Elements of Single Target Bayesian Search
In this section, the search objective function, which will be the basis of all optimization objective functions used throughout this work, is derived. First we present the Bayesian recursions which will serve as a starting point for the calculation of the objective function. Then the derivation of the search criterion is presented.
The General Estimation Solution
The aim of this section is to introduce the recursive state estimation theory [45] . Let x t denote the state of a target at time t and let y t be an observation of the target at time t. Assume that the target state evolution can be represented as p(x t+1 |x t ) and let the observation model be expressed via the likelihood function p(y t |x t ). Let y 1:t = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y t } denote the set of all observations up to and including time t. The general state estimator is given by Bayes rule
and can be expressed as the update formula p(x t |y 1:t ) = p(x t |y t , y 1:
and the one step ahead prediction
The normalizing factor η t can be calculated as
The above equations represent the so-called Bayesian filter and there are only few cases when it is possible to derive the analytical solutions for them. One case is the linear Gaussian case, leading to the well known Kalman filter (KF). In the general case, numerical approximations are necessary and one popular technique is to approximate the target density p(x t |y 1:t ) with a particle mixture as in the particle filter (PF), or with a point grid as in the point mass filter (PMF).
Cumulative Probability of No Detection
As in the estimation theory introduction, assume that x t is the state vector of the target at time t. Let y t be an observation of the target at time t, and if y t = ∅ no detection was obtained. Denote the probability of detection as p(y t = ∅|x t ) and the probability of no detection by its complement p(y t = ∅|x t ) = 1 − p(y t = ∅|x t ). Now the probability of no detection at time t conditional on the observations y 0:t−1 is found by the marginalization p(y t = ∅|y 0:t−1 ) = p(y t = ∅|x t )p(x t |y 0:t−1 )dx t (10) where p(x t |y 0:t−1 ) is the prediction density from the Bayesian filter. Define
and the joint probability of no detection from time 0 to time t can be expressed as the product
In this work the cumulative probability of no detection Λ 0:t will be used as the cost function. Note that λ t is the normalizing constant in the observation update step (9) . The cumulative probability that the target is detected at time t or before is the complement to Λ 0:t , i.e.,
Note that Π 0:t is non-decreasing. Now consider the case when λ i 1 − µ are equal for all i = 0, 1, ..., t.
For a large number of t the cumulative probability of detection (13) can be approximated (using the binomial theorem) by the exponential distribution [46] Π 0:
Single Road Target Search based on a Particle Filter
A common choice to represent the target probability density in search applications is to use a grid representation of the world where the target might be [25] . Each cell in the grid has a certain weight representing the probability that the target is in that cell. An alternative is to use a particle mixture. This representation has some similarities with a grid based representation, but also some important differences. In the next subsection the particle filter Gordon et al. [47] , which is a Bayesian filter that uses a particle mixture, is briefly described and some further comparisons between the grid and the particle representations are made. Then the calculation of the search criterion based on the particle mixture is shown and finally some simulation examples are presented.
Particle Filter
In a particle filter Arulampalam et al. [32] , Gustafsson [48] the target density p(x t |y 1:t ) is approximated by a particle mixture, containing N particles {x
and their corresponding importance weights {w
. This approximation is expressed as
where
and δ(·) is the Dirac delta distribution. This approximation is very suitable for calculating the integral in (8) and it can be shown that this approximation converges to the true solution as the number of particles goes to infinity for the details on particle filtering. There are different types of particle filters, perhaps the most straightforward version is the Bootstrap particle filter (BSPF) that is used in this work. In BSPF the so-called proposal density is selected as the state transition model p(x t+1 |x t ). The filter recursion (7) and (8) can, in the BSPF case, be expressed as
Furthermore, a resampling step is needed to prevent degeneration.
Calculation of the Cost Function with the PF
The search objective function based on the cumulative probability of non-detection (12) and the particle mixture representation (16) is presented. Assume that the planning horizon is n and that the sensor platform trajectory x s t , t = 1, 2, ..., n is given. (i) Let t = 1. Initialize the particle mixture weights used in the planning asw
is the set of current target probability density in the tracking filter.
(ii) Simulate the evolution of the particles according to the target model
(iii) Compute the probability of detection, P D (x t ), and update the target density given a non-detection. Thus, for all particles i, calculate (20) and then compute the non-detection probability and normalize the weights according to
(iv) Set t := t + 1. If t ≤ n, then go to step (ii), otherwise go to the next step.
(v) Set the cost function value as the cumulative probability of non-detection c({x
When running this algorithm several times, e.g., in an optimization routine, it is possible to pre-compute the particle trajectories of the target to save computational time since the target is independent of the actions of the searcher.
Example 2 (Single Target Search with PF) In this simulation example a UAV with a gimballed vision sensor searches for a lost moving target with known Gaussian prior distribution. The control signals are the heading of the UAV and the azimuth angle of the vision sensor. The main search algorithm is quite simple and essentially it is a receding horizon control (RHC) approach with a gradient based optimization routine to maximize the cumulative probability of detection. The particle filter is used to compute the posterior density of the target and the particle mixture is also predicted in the cumulative probability of detection computations.
The detection likelihood of the vision sensor is range dependent and the pinhole camera model is used to compute the probability of detection depending on the pointing direction, see Appendix A.5. The nearly constant speed motion model in Appendix A.1 is used as the target motion model. The states of this model are the Cartesian position, the speed in the xy-plane and the heading. The same motion model is also used as the UAV model, but no noise is added and the navigation error is ignored. The turn rate of the vehicle is the control signal and there is a constraint on the turn rate, i.e., on the minimum path radius of the UAV. The second control signal is the rotational speed of the pan angle. The pan dynamics is modeled as a simple first order model with input constraints, see Appendix A.2. The number of optimizations parameters are 4 for each control signal and the active-set approach of the standard tool fmincon is used in Matlab Optimization Toolbox. Figure 5 . Single target search where the target density is represented as a particle mixture. Three snapshots are shown at time steps 8, 16, and 24. The particles can be seen as small dots and one particle can be considered as an hypothesis of where the target is. The target density vanishes where the sensor is pointing and after the resampling step the number of particles decreases in those areas, but increases anywhere else. The flight path is a solid black/gray line and the sensor footprints on the ground are polygons with four corners.
Three snapshots of the simulation are shown in Figure 5 . The target density vanishes where the sensor is pointing and after the resampling step the number of particles decreases in those areas, but increases everywhere else. Since the target is not detected, the particle cloud spreads out more and more. However, when the target is found (not shown here) the particle cloud will shrink to a small area around the detection location.
Multi-Road-Target Search Based on PMF
In this section, we are going to investigate the search problem under the assumption that multiple targets exist in the search region. First, we are going to generalize the single target search case based on the cumulative probability of no detection to the case of multiple targets, where it will be shown that the assumption of multiple targets will result into the same search plan as the single target case. Based on this result, we will propose a model for representing the target probability density of undiscovered targets. The goal of this filter is not to track the state of a discovered target; instead this filter will be used to model which areas have been searched. Since the density will be rather flat on the whole road network, the point-mass filter (PMF) will be used, i.e., a grid will be defined on the road network and the corresponding weights of the grid points represent the probability of at least one target in that location. This section ends with a simulation showing a target search example.
Generalization of the Single Target Search to Multiple Targets
We here consider the generalization of the methodology in the previous sections to the case that multiple targets exist in the search region. We assume the availability of a discrete distribution over the number of targets (called cardinality distribution [49] ). Suppose we call this distribution as P T (M ), where M is the number of targets. Then we assume that the targets in the prediction horizon have the following multi-target likelihood function
where p t (·) is a given density function over the target state space and will be selected as the predicted target density in our application, i.e., p t (·) = p(x t |y 0:t−1 = ∅). The processes which have the likelihood function of the form (23) are called independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) cluster processes in general [49] . The following theorem gives the generalization of the cumulative probability of no detection for the multiple target case.
Theorem 1 (Multiple target cumulative probability of no detection) The cumulative probability of no detection for the multiple target case is given by
where the function G T (·) is defined as
The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix B for the sake of clarity.
In probabilistic terms, the function G T (·) is the probability generating function corresponding to P T (·) By Theorem 1, the search problem for the multiple target case becomes obtaining the search plan that minimizes G T t i=1 λ i , which is equivalent to the minimization of the argument
is monotonic. This shows that the multiple target search using the cumulative probability of no detection is equivalent to the single target search which uses the same cost function.
Point-Mass Filter
In a point-mass filter (PMF), a.k.a. grid method, the target probability density is approximated with a number of grid points. This grid representation in a PMF is actually similar to the particle representation in the PF, but the grid points in the PMF are stationary and defined deterministically while the particles in the PF are stochastic and non-stationary. In the PMF [32, 51] the continuous probability density p(x t |y 1:t ) is discretized. The general filter recursion (7) and (8) in Section 3.1 can then be approximated as
and ∆ (j) is computed such that
The advantage of the PF approach compared to this grid filter approach is that the resolution adapts automatically so that high probability regions have higher resolution. Consequently, the advantage of a grid approach is that it has better support in low probability areas compared to a particle mixture that needs a very high number of particles for flat target densities. The particle filter is more flexible in terms of target motion models and even though the PF has problems with high-dimensional state-spaces, it is in general a better choice than the grid approaches for problems with a state-space dimension of 3 and higher. However, for 2D problems the PMF is a nice filter that is straightforward to implement and that can handle multi-modal probability densities. There exist methods for adapting the grid resolution and its spatial spread as a approach to solve the problem of larger state-spaces [51] .
Target Search on a Road Network Grid
Consider a random walk model and an observation model with additive noise
where x t = [x y] is the 2D location of the target at time t. Let x (i) , i = 1, 2, ..., N be the grid points located on the road network and let W (i) t|t be the corresponding weights representing the posterior target probability density p(x t |y 1:t ), i.e., the probability of target being in location x (i) is proportional to the weight W (i) t|t ∝ Pr(x t = x (i) |y 1:t ). In the non-detection case the filter update step is
The computation of the time update step can be expressed as
can be pre-computed. The computation of the cumulative probability of non-detection is basically the same as in the PF case (22), i.e., c({x
Example 3 (Road Target Search using PMF-Stationary UAV and No Occlusion) The reference aim point is parametrized in road target coordinates and the aim point follows the road with a predefined ground speed. When the aim point is approaching an intersection the different road alternatives are evaluated by comparing the expected cumulative probability with a fixed planning horizon for each possible alternative. The road with the highest value is selected. The sampling time is 0.1 s and the grid resolution is about 5 m. The UAV is stationary and 100 m over ground and the camera field-of-view is 10 • × 7.5
• . The random walk model is used as the target motion model with quite small process noise variance for illustrative purposes (it is easier to see where the search has been conducted in the figures). In practice, a higher value should be used to model moving targets in a better way. Three snapshots of the simulation are shown in Figure 6 . An extension of the search planner is a test on the expected cumulative detection probability, if below a certain threshold the whole grid is evaluated for the best location of search. The evaluation is based on the grid weights times the probability of detection function, assuming an unlimited field-of-view camera, and finally a smoothing (Gaussian) kernel is applied. The camera is steered to the grid point with the highest value. the footprint is approaching a low probability area in black, when the expected cumulative probability of detection of the plan is below a certain threshold, the camera is jumping to another area. (A movie is available [52] .)
Example 4 (Road Target Search using PMF-Moving UAV and Occlusion) The same target model and grid are used as in previous example, but here the UAV is moving and the occlusion due to the buildings is also included. The UAV model is the nearly constant speed model in Appendix A.1 with the turn rate as the control signal. The UAV is trying to catch a reference point that is a pre-defined distance ahead of the aiming reference point. Which way the UAV reference point will choose at an intersection is similar as in the aim point case, but instead of cumulative probability of detection the grid weights are evaluated. Three snapshots of the simulation are shown in Figure 7 . The search is effective and the occlusion of the roads is handled quite well, despite the simple idea of the UAV path control strategy. An approach where both the path planning and the sensor direction is optimized jointly yields better result, at least in theory. However, in practice such optimization problems become much more complex due to more degrees of freedom. The proposed method, where the aim point and flight path are solved in a sequence, is cheap to compute and easier to understand for a human operator, yet very efficient and robust. Most of the occlusion handling flaws of the proposed method can be solved within the frames of this planning sequence.
Multiple Road Target Search and Tracking
In Sections 3-5 some tools are described that will be used here to fill the proposed state-machine planner in Section 2.3 with suitable contents. Now recall the modes described in Section 2.3:
(i) New target search; search for new targets that have not been discovered before. This mode is further explained in Section 6.1.
(ii) Tracking Tracking; a detected target is followed in the current sensor frame, Section 6.2.
(iii) Known target search; search for an earlier discovered target that is not in the current sensor frame, Section 6.3.
A high-level planner decides which mode will be active (Section 6.4). The outcome of all modes is an aiming reference point and this point is also used the UAV path planner (Section 6.5).
New Target Search
In this search mode the roads are explored to discover new unknown targets and the grid approach presented in Section 5 is here used. The search will stop once a target is detected and a mode transition to the Target tracking mode will then be performed. The reason for using PMF is the good support all over the surveillance area, but at a cost of that a very simple target motion model must be used due to the curse of dimensionality. In the current case a random walk model is used, which leads to a quite efficient update step of the PMF. A random walk model is of course not a good model of the target motion but still a reasonable choice in this case, since we only need a description of where search has been conducted. The search is performed along one road with a predefined search speed, which is a compromise between rapid coverage and low degree of motion blur in the images. When the search approaches an intersection the best road is selected according to the expected cumulative probability of detection.
Target Tracking
When the Target tracking mode is active it is assumed that a target has been detected in the current sensor frame. The task of this mode is just to keep track of the current target in the sensor view. If the target is new, a new particle filter is initialized (Section 4.1). The default case in this work is that the Target tracking mode is active for a fixed number of time steps, and after that the high-level planner again decides a transition to either the New target search mode or the Known target search mode. Thus, the transition to and from the Target tracking mode is well specified.
Known Target Search
When a previously discovered target has not been observed for some time, its position uncertainty has grown. To keep the uncertainty at an acceptable level, the target must be rediscovered on a regular basis. However, the larger the uncertainty is, the longer is the expected search time to find the target again. If the uncertainty is above a certain threshold, the target is considered lost. When the high-level planner decides to re-discover a known target again, a position on the border of the particle cloud is selected and then the particle cloud is swept over. If the particle cloud is spread over several roads, the most probable road is selected, i.e., the road with the highest sum of particle weights. During the search the target density is updated according to the non-detection update rules in Section 4.2.
High-Level Planner
The high-level planner decides which mode is active. Basically, the task is to decide if any known target needs to be updated and re-discovered, or if there is time to conduct search for new targets. There is an obvious conflict in this problem. When one target is tracked, the uncertainty of the other targets will grow, and with increasing uncertainty the expected search time for re-discovery is also increasing. At some point the uncertainty is so large that the target can be considered lost. At every time step (except when in the Target tracking mode), the planner checks the current status and decides if a mode transition is needed.
The proposed high-level planner relies on a stochastic scheduling result in [53] .
Theorem 2 (Maximum Finite-Time Returns) Suppose there are n jobs to be performed sequentially within a fixed time t and assume that job j takes an exponential amount of time with mean 1/µ j , i.e., P (X j < t) = 1 − e −µ j t , where X j is the time needed to finish the job. If the job is completed within t a reward of R j is earned. The expected return by time t is maximized by attempting jobs in decreasing order of µ j R j , j = 1, 2, ..., n.
Proof: see [53] .
Our problem can also be considered a stochastic scheduling problem where the jobs are to re-discover targets or search for new. However, the expected time to detection is not exponential, but it is a reasonable approximation. Actually, Koopman in the early days of search theory addressed a search problem with a patrol aircraft searching for a ship in open sea and he showed that if an area A is searched "randomly" in a uniform manner then the cumulative probability of having detected the target in the region is an exponential function
where W is the sweep width and z is the track length, see [19] . Also compare with the cumulative detection probability in (15) . A more significant approximation is that the scheduling result above assumes a static setup, but our problem is dynamic since target uncertainties change (grow in general) as time goes by. Thus, a decision must be made on the time step the scheduling will be based on, the most obvious choice is the current time t = 0, but it is also possible to predict the target states and evaluate the result at a certain time t > 0.
It is important to be aware of these approximations when we apply Theorem 2 to our planning problem. First consider a discovered target j with state covariance P j t . We assume that finding this target takes an exponential amount of time with (inverted) mean
where τ is a mode transition time due to the dynamics of the gimbal, in this work τ is just a constant. ν is the speed of the footprint on the ground. The second term can be motivated by the following reasoning: The distance from −2σ to 2σ of a one-dimensional Gaussian distribution with variance σ 2 is 4σ and the time to travel that distance with speed ν is 4σ/ν. In a single road case σ can be approximated by
xy . The reward of rediscovering target j is based on the criterion introduced in Section 2.1:
Basically, if the uncertainty is very low, then the reward is close to zero, and vice versa. Furthermore, with the design parameter α p the user has the possibility to tune the planner into the desired behavior according to the discussion in Section 2.1. It is of course possible to use different α p values for different targets. To illustrate the behavior of the product µ j R j as a function of tr[P j t ] xy , the special case
where α p = 0.1, ν = 4 and τ = 1, is shown in Figure 8 . The reward is low when the uncertainty of the target is low, but the reward is decreasing after a certain point due to increased search time. The New target search mode is just defined as an extra "job", and this alternative is denoted as j = 0. The reward of discovering a new target is simply R 0 = 1 and the expected (inverted) time for discovering a new target is
where L is the total length of all roads in the surveillance area, and m is the expected number of undiscovered targets. Thus, it is now possible to evaluate the New target search mode with different targets in the Search known target mode within the same framework. The high-level planner is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 (High-Level Planner: Mode Selection) If a new target is detected in the current frame, the active mode will be the Target tracking mode. Otherwise, the active mode (and possibly target) is decided by the following steps:
where m is the expected number of targets in the surveillance area, τ is a mode transition time constant, ν is the search speed on the road and L is the total length of all roads in the surveillance area.
(ii) Compute the value
for all targets j = 1, 2, . . . , M t . P xy is the covariance of the target position state and α p is a design parameter.
(iii) Let q = arg max j=0,1,...,Mt
If q = 0 then select the New target search mode, otherwise select the Known target search mode for target q.
The planner is suboptimal in the sense that it evaluates the current state and assumes open loop control over the planning horizon. Moreover, it assumes that all targets will be visited just once. The problem dynamics and the utilization of new measurements are handled by replanning on a regular basis in a RHC manner. One way to improve the high-level planner is to develop a roll-out approach where the proposed planner serves as the base policy.
The assumptions of the proposed method has some similarities with the assumptions made in a multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem. Both approaches assume independent targets and that only one single target is processed at the same time. Moreover, both approaches assume that the targets are not affected by the action of the sensor platform and both simplifies the target dynamics. As mentioned in Section 1.1, the main advantage of a MAB formulation is that the optimal policy is of index type. Algorithm 1 also has this property, since values are computed independently for all alternatives and then the best alternative is given by the largest value. This results in a planner that is cheap to compute yet very efficient, as will be seen in the simulation in Section 6.6. The approximations that are made in the current version of the planner could certainly be improved, but this is left for future work. In particular, alternatives where the target uncertainties are predicted should be examined instead of using the uncertainty of the current time.
UAV Path Planner
The UAV path planner has already been introduced in Example 4. The UAV model is the nearly constant speed model in Appendix A.1 with the turn rate as the control signal. The flight altitude is constant. The UAV heading rate signal is computed by a basic proportional controller where the heading reference is the direction to a UAV reference point that is at a pre-defined distance ahead of the aiming reference point. All computations are done in the xy-plane, independent of the flight altitude. Which way the UAV reference point will choose in an intersection is decided by evaluating the PMF grid weights for all possible road alternatives and for a given planning horizon. The aiming reference point is of course computed in different ways depending on which mode that is active, but the active mode does not matter for the UAV path planner.
Simulation Examples: Moving Sensor Platform with Occlusion
Three simulations are here presented to illustrate the qualitative behavior of the proposed planning method in a multi-target tracking scenario with five moving road targets in an urban area. All targets are initially unknown to the sensor platform. A snapshot from one simulation is shown in Figure 9 . (Movies are available, see [52] .) The preconditions of the three simulations are the same except for the planner parameter α p . The value of this parameter is (a) α p = 10 −6 , (b) α p = 0.002 and (c) α p = 0.1, respectively. In Figure 10 it is shown if the planner is searching for new targets or which target it is currently searching for or following. The "new target" row at the bottom represents the search new target mode. Note that all simulations start in this mode since no targets are known initially. The other five rows show which target is active. Black color indicates the search known target mode and and gray color indicates that the target is visible and that the target tracking mode is active.
In case (b), α p = 0.002, the result is a reasonable compromise between updating known targets and searching for new targets. At the beginning the new target search mode is active most of the time, but as some of the targets are discovered less time is spent on new target search. Case (a), α p = 10 −6 , is an extreme case where the planner just focuses on finding new targets. All five targets are actually discovered in the scenario, but since no explicit attempts to rediscover the known targets are made, the position uncertainty of the discovered targets grows quickly. Case (c), α p = 0.1, is the other extreme case there the planner is very conservative and barely searches for new targets once one target is discovered. Two other targets are detected when they are close to the followed target, and the planner switches focus to one of the new targets.
The simulation results are evaluated by the reward function Figure 11 (solid line). The set of different values for α is the same as the set for α p used in the three simulations. (Recall the difference between α and α p . α is used in the reward function (2) and α p is used in the high-level planner, see Section 6.4.) In the left column of Figure 11 where α = 10 −6 , the reward function is basically the total number of discovered targets. In the middle column, α = 0.002, the reward can be considered as a soft value of the instantaneous number of tracked target. In the right column, α = 0.1, the reward is similar to the information value according to the discussion in Section 2.1.
Note that all reward functions are limited by the number of targets, i.e., five in the current case. A scalar measure of the performance can be computed by using (3) (γ = 1). The best performance in each simulation was obtained for the case when α p = α, which is desirable. However, note that selecting α p = α will not necessarily give the best planning result according to (3) since the proposed planning method solves an approximation of the general planning problem, but this is a good starting point. Figure 9 . A snapshot from the multiple target tracking and search simulation, 2D view in (a) and 3D view in (b). True position of each target is marked with a green cross. The target probability density is represented by a particle mixture that can be seen as dark areas under the green cross. The UAV position is an green/black dot and the current sensor footprint is a green square. One target is currently tracked, a detection is indicated by a orange circle. The roads are red-to-white depending on the target probability value, and red is high probability. The occlusion problem is handled surprisingly well most of the time, but future work should investigate ways of including the occlusion model explicitly in the UAV path planner and the camera pointing planners. This planner is very conservative and just follows the first discovered target. Two other targets are also discovered, but only since they are close to the target that is followed. The conclusion is that the proposed planner solves the general problem (5) in a reasonable way and the behavior of the planner can easily be tuned by the parameter α p . The best value of this parameter is dependent on the mission goal and the user's preferences. Although the proposed method is suboptimal there are actually some advantages with this method from a user's perspective. The planning result from an optimal planner will probably be hard to understand since all objectives and constraints are considered at the same time in a black box manner. It is easier for a human operator to monitor and understand the planning result from a planner with distinct modes.
Experiences from Real-World Experiments with a Pan/Tilt-Camera
The framework has also been evaluated in experiments with an Axis 233D pan-tilt-zoom network camera and a number of tape following mobile robots, Figure 12 . The road network was created by black tape on the ground representing the roads. The target identification step is simplified by the use of markers and a feature recognition algorithm. The Matlab framework, used in the simulations in this article, is also used for tracking and planning, but the control and communication with the camera was implemented in Java. We got many valuable experiences from the experiments. The well-known saying a system is not stronger than the weakest link is also true for complex tracking systems. Especially the planner is exposed to issues since it is the last part in the navigation-detection-tracking-planner chain. Estimating the position and orientation of the camera is very important, and even more important when the tracker is using prior information (e.g., a road map) given in global world coordinates. Missed detections, false alarms and wrong associations may also have severe impact on the target tracking filter, so when evaluating the planner result in a real world application, it is important to be aware these problems. If the information that is fed into the planner is wrong or insufficient, then the planning result will of course also be bad.
It is also very important to have suitable system models. The model choice is often a compromise: the model can not be too complex for computational reasons and it can not be too simplified since the results would then be irrelevant. In particular, the detection probability model is a main component in this study. It is tempting to ignore effects like motion blur and atmospheric disturbances in the simulations, but for a successful real-world application it is important to be aware of such phenomena. In general, it is extremely difficult to obtain a model of the absolute detection performance for vision sensors (see [54] ).
Conclusions
This article considers a sensor management problem where a number of road bounded vehicles are monitored by an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with a gimballed vision sensor. The problem is to keep track of all discovered targets, and simultaneously search for new targets, by controlling the pointing direction of the camera and the motion of the UAV. The motion of the targets (e.g., cars) are constrained by a road network which is assumed to be prior information.
One key to a successful planning result is an appropriate objective function such that different scenarios can be evaluated in a unified framework. Problems with some common uncertainty and information measures are discussed. A suitable utility measure is proposed that makes it possible to compare the tasks of updating a known target and searching for new targets. A general infinite-horizon planning problem is formulated, but this is too complex to solve by standard dynamic programming techniques. A sub-optimal state-machine framework is instead proposed to solve an approximation of the problem. The planner contains three different modes that perform low-level tracking and search tasks while a higher lever decision maker chooses among these modes.
Usually, tracking and search are treated as separate problems. It is not straightforward to develop a method that can compare and evaluate search and tracking subtasks within the same framework. The problem comprises the classical planning aspect of exploration versus exploitation. The proposed high-level planner in this work is able to compare different tracking and searching subtasks within the same framework thanks to the proposed utility measure and a theorem from the stochastic scheduling literature. Some approximations are needed to fit the conditions of the theorem, e.g., the detection time is assumed to be exponentially distributed, the dynamics of the sensor platform and targets are simplified and the targets are assumed to be independent. The trade-off between updating known targets and searching for new can easily be tuned by a scalar design parameter.
Road networks have been used both to improve the tracking performance of the road-bound targets and to improve the sensor management performance. A particle filter is used to estimate the state of the known targets and a grid based filter is used to compute the probability density of the unknown targets. The effect of the multi-target assumption during searching is investigated and it is shown that the same planning scheme can be used as in the single target case. The reason to use a grid representation for unknown targets is that the support is better in low probability areas compared to the particle representation. The drawback is that a simplified motion model must be used to decrease the state dimensionality. In the search modes the cumulative probability of detection is used as the objective function, both for known and unknown targets. The detection likelihood model is based on the pointing direction (limited field-of-view), occlusion due to buildings, and a qualitative range dependent model of the sensor performance and the atmospheric disturbances.
Although the proposed planning framework can handle complex aerial surveillance missions in an efficient way, there is room for future improvements. For instance, to fit the scheduling theorem used in the high-level planner, the subtasks are assumed to be static and independent, but in reality they are not. Nevertheless, the current planning method is very useful, but these approximations should be investigated more to achieve even better performance. Visibility aspects, like occlusion due to buildings, are included to some extent, but this should also be improved. 
where x s is the sensor position, x is the target position, and a > 0 and r are scalar constants. The min function is used to constrain the likelihood to be less or equal to one.
B. Proof of Theorem 1
In order to prove Theorem 1, we define the n target no detection probability at time t as p(y 1:n t = φ|y 1:n 0:t−1 = φ) where y 1:n t = {y 1 t , . . . , y n t } denotes the set of measurements corresponding to n targets and the measurement set y 1:n 0:t is defined as 
Suppose now we consider only a single time instant. The probability that no detection is obtained (from all targets) is given as p(y 1:n t = φ|y 
